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1 Introduction

Gonzalez[3] defines pattern recognition ”as a classification of input data via extraction of important features
from a lot of noisy data”. In our approach, we use patterns to classify the alignments: equivalent actions and
complex compositions in order to simplify the automatic generation of proxies. Patterns are used to classify
the alignments: equivalent actions and complex compositions in order to simplify the automatic generation
of proxies. In simple cases we have one-to-one mapping actions, (see figure 1(b)[5]) SetLoadLevelTarget(int
LoadLevelTarget) ≡ SetLevel(int LightLevel). However, on the standard UPnP and DPWS printers [8, 6],
the UPnP action CreateURIJob (simple entries) is equivalent to the association of two DPWS Actions Cre-
atePrintJob (complex structured entries) and AddDocument. The mapping between UPnP.CreateURIJob and
DPWS.CreatePrintJob (see [5], table I) reveals that the parameter SourceURI has an equivalent entry param-
eter DocumentURL for the DPWS action AddDocument. Consequently, the detected pattern is a UnionOf,
CreateURIJob = UnionOf (CreatePrintJob, AddDocument). The SendDocument action can also be used by
sending the file to print as an attachment, table1.

Table 1: Mapping between a standard DPWS and a UPnP printer action

DPWS (CreatePrintJob) UPnP (CreateURIJob)
PrintTicket/JobDescription/JobName JobName
PrintTicket/JobDescription/JobOriginatingUserName JobOriginatingUserName
PrintTicket/JobProcessing/Copies Copies
X1 SourceURI
PrintTicket/DocumentProcessing/NumberUp/Sides Sides
PrintTicket/DocumentProcessing/NumberUp/Orientation OrientationRequested
PrintTicket/DocumentProcessing/MediaSizeName MediaSize
PrintTicket/DocumentProcessing/MediaType MediaType
PrintTicket/DocumentProcessing/NumberUp/PrintQuality PrintQuality

1 the variable SourceURI has an equivalent variable DocumentURL available in the DPWS action AddDocument.

2 The Patterns

Once the ontology alignment is performed and validated, we reason on the alignment using rules to detect
patterns and add new informations to the ontology. Once we identified the patterns, we can generate the appro-
priate code using predefined Java templates. We detail in the following paragraph the three major categories
of patterns used in our approach:

Definition 1 (y = f(x)).

∀x, y ∈ P/ P set of parameters, f ∈ A/ A set of actions

y = f(x) ⇐⇒ f hasInput x and hasOutput y

y = f(φ) is used if the action f has no input or the input is not considered. For simplicity of illustration,
two equivalent parameters will have the same name. We used the Ontology Pre-Processing Language[1] for
patterns detection.
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1. Direct Mapping is a pattern between two classes, having a one-to-one simple mapping. This property
has the following three sub-properties:

(a) Direct Mapping Input : two actions having at least one equivalent pair of input state variables,
f(x) = g(x). This pattern is detected on light devices, the DPWS action Switch (Token ON/OFF)
and the UPnP action SetTarget(Boolean true/false) using the following rule:
Direct Mapping Input Rule (OPPL2 syntax)

? f :CLASS, ?g :CLASS, ?x1 :CLASS, ?x2 :CLASS
SELECT ? f subClassOf hasUPnPInput some ?x1
?g subClassOf hasDPWSInput some ?x2 ,
? f equiva lentTo ?g ,
?x1 equivalentTo ?x2
BEGIN
ADD ? f subClassOf SimpleMappInput some ?g
END;

(b) Direct Mapping Output : two actions having at least one equivalent pair of output state variables,
y = f(φ) and y = g(φ).
In light devices, the pattern detects UPnP and DPWS actions GetStatus. Power = GetStatus() and
Status = GetStatus().

(c) Direct Mapping Input Output : is the association of the previous patterns, y = f(x) and y = g(x).

2. Union Mapping : an action equivalent to two or more actions with no predefined order. There is three
cases for a union mapping:

(a) One-to-N:
f(x, y) Union to n {g(x), h(y)}

For example, SetTime(hour, date) is equivalent to the union of SetHour(hour) and SetDate(date)1.

Union to n Rule (OPPL2 syntax)

? f :CLASS, ?g :CLASS, ?h :CLASS
SELECT ? f subClassOf SimpleMappingInput some ?g ,
? f subClassOf SimpleMappingInput some ?h
BEGIN
ADD ? f subClassOf Union to n some ?g ,
ADD ? f subClassOf Union to n some ?h
END;

(b) N-to-One: when the proxy receives g(x) invocation, it will wait for the next invocation. If it is h(y)
then it will invoke f(x,y). If it is another action than h(y), the invocation of f(x,y) is ignored.

(g(x), h(y)) Union to One f(x, y)

(c) N-to-M: a combination of One-to-N and N-to-One, fig. 1. Other Unions with x or y =φ with
equivalent relations are also detected (not detailed for lack of space).

g(a, c)

h(b)

f(a, b)

k(c)

Figure 1: N-to-M Union Mapping

3. Sequential Union : is a union mapping with predefined order between actions. There is three cases for
a sequential union:

1We do not use the disjoint property between classes in the ontology, this will create an inconsistent ontology when reasoning.
i.e. (b 6= c, a = c, a = b). Therefore, we remove redundancy in Java code.
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(a) One-to-N:

(y = f(x)) Sequential to n

{
(1) a = g(x)

(2) y = h(a)

When an application invokes y = f(x), the proxy should first invoke a = g(x) then y = h(a) and
return y. We detected this pattern on the standard Printer devices CreateURIJob ≡ Union Mapping
(CreatePrintJob, SendDocument).

(b) N-to-One: (
(1) a = g(x)

(2) y = h(a)

)
Sequential to One y = f(x)

The sequential union N-to-One cannot be executed even if written manually by a human. When an
application invokes a=g(x), it expects a return value a. This value is then used as an input when
invoking y=h(a). The proxy cannot generate a value of a unless it is well defined in a certain context
or it is a random number.

(c) N-to-M: is a combination of the two cases.

In order to detect the sequential union mappings, we first detect the union mapping then the sequential
dependency (has Next) between actions on the same device. has Next is a binary relation defined as
follows:

Definition 2 (has Next). ∀f, h ∈ A, f has Next h ⇐⇒
(1) f 6= h and Output(f) ∩ Input(h) 6= ∅

and Output(h) ∩ Input(f) = ∅
(or)

(2) ∃ g ∈ A /f has Next g and g has Next h

We detect this pattern by applying 3 rules,
has Next Rule (1)

?a1 :CLASS, ?a2 :CLASS, ? f :CLASS, ?g :CLASS, ?h :CLASS
SELECT ? f subClassOf Union Mapping to 1 some ?h
? f subClassOf Union Mapping to 1 some ?g ,
?h subClassOf hasDPWSInput some ?a1 ,
?g subClassOf hasDPWSOutput some ?a2 ,
?a1 equivalentTo ?a2
BEGIN
WHERE ? f != ?g , ?g != ?h
ADD ?g subClassOf has Next some ?h
END;

The second rule is used to detect a cycle between two actions, (g has Next h ∧ h has Next g). In such
a case, the user validating the ontology is notified and the cycle is broken by removing the has Next
properties. The third rule is used to detect the transitive clause. Cycle detection Rule (2)

?g :CLASS, ?h :CLASS
SELECT ?g subClassOf has Next some ?h ,
?h subClassOf has Next some ?g
BEGIN
REMOVE ?g subClassOf has Next some ?h ,
REMOVE ?h subClassOf has Next some ?g
END;

Figure 2 shows a complex mapping between an action f and a set of union and sequential actions.
The has Next relation is modeled with a DAG Directed Acyclic Graph: G since has Next is a partial
order relation: irreflexive, asymmetric and transitive. G is sorted to an ordered graph (figure 3) using a
topological sorting algorithm[2] (see Algorithm 1), the proxy can then handle and invoke the action list
properly.
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Figure 2: Example of complex Sequential and Union Mappings
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Figure 3: A possible order for figure 2

3 The Matching Concept

We used the following definition to decide if the alignment is valid and the translating invocations will be
successful.

Definition 3 (Matching Definitions).

∀ a ∈ A, npInput(a) is the number of parameters the

action a has as input.
∀ a, b ∈ A, nbMatchedInput(a, b) is the number of

equivalent input parameters between actions a and b.

npCommon(a ∩ b) = number of common parameters

between actions a and b

San
: {a1, a2, . . . an}/∀n ∈ N+∗ number of actions, ai ∈ A,

S is a set of actions

The following definition is used to detect if an action or a set of actions (union) are compatible with another
set:

Definition 4 (Matching Concept, N-to-M mapping).

∀San
, Sbm , MConceptInput(San

, Sbm) =

∀ ai, bj ∈ A/ n,m ∈ N+∗,MConceptInput(

n∑
i=1

ai,

m∑
j=1

bj) =

nbMatchedInput(
∑n

i=1 ai,
∑m

j=1 bj) ∗ 2

ParametersInput(
∑n

i=1 ai,
∑m

j=1 bj)

• nbMatchedInput(
∑n

i=1 ai,
∑m

j=1 bj) =
∑n

i=1

∑m
j=1(nbMatchedInput(ai, bj)).

Algorithm 1 Topological Sorting

List : list of actions
Ordered List : list of ordered actions
(1) Find an action f ∈ List with no incoming has Next edge and add it to the Ordered List
(2) Remove f from List
(3) Recursively compute a topological ordering of (List-1)
(3a) Append this after f in the Ordered List
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• ParametersInput = npInput(
∑n

i=1 ai) + npInput(
∑m

j=1 bj)− npCommon(∩ni=1ai)− npCommon(∩mj=1bj).

• npInput(
∑n

i=1 ai) =
∑n

i=1 npInput(ai)

• MConceptInput(
∑n

i=1 ai,
∑m

j=1 bj) = 1

if (npInput(
∑n

i=1 ai) = 0 ∧ npInput(
∑m

j=1 bj) = 0).
Two actions having no inputs and only output parameters, MConceptOutput is applied.

When applied to the example in fig. 1, the MConceptInput(San
, Sbm) = (3*2)/(3+3) = 1.

Paolucci[7] and Ibrahim[4] propose four matching degrees between matched requested and provided services:
Exact, PlugIn, Subsumes and Fail applied on concepts that belongs to the same ontology to detect compati-
bilities between services. In both works they use a reasoner to determine a subsume or an equivalent relation
between predefined concepts. In our approach, we only have the equivalent relations provided by the ontology
alignment techniques, therefore we redefine the following matching degrees between two sets of actions Sa, Sb,
unions or simple mappings as follows:

• ExactMatchInput(Sa, Sb): for each input parameter of Sa there is an equivalentTo relation with each
input parameter of Sb. For example, f(x,y) ≡ g(x,y). The ExactMatch match degree is found if:
MConceptInput(Sa, Sb) = 1.

• PlugInInput(Sa, Sb): for each input parameter of Sb there is an equivalentTo relation with some input
parameters of Sa. For example f(x,y,z) ≡ g(x,y). The parameter z can be ignored during the invocation
since there is no equivalence on the equivalent action.
The PlugIn match degree is found if:
{(MConceptInput(Sa, Sb) 6= 1)∧ (npInput(Sb) = nbMatchedInput(Sa, Sb))∧ (npInput(Sa) > npInput(Sb))}.

• SubsumeInput(Sa, Sb): for each input parameter of Sa there is an equivalentTo relation with some input
parameters of Sb. For example, f(x,y) ≡ g(x,y,z). The parameter z cannot be ignored, the equiva-
lent action is expecting a value. Therefore, if is up to human expert validating the alignment to verify
the specifications and check if the parameter z can have a default value. The Subsume match degree
is found if:{(MConceptInput(Sa, Sb) 6= 1) ∧ (npInput(Sa) = nbMatchedInput(Sa, Sb)) ∧ (npInput(Sa) <
npInput(Sb))}.
The Subsume matching degree do not guarantee a successful translation between actions since some values
for parameters on Sb are missing. This is one of the reasons we implemented an ”Add Meta Data” feature
to our GUI so users can add a default value to a state variable. The default value of the state variable is
added to the ontology and it is used in the code generation. However, on some devices like the standard
DPWS printer according to the specifications when some parameters are not specified, the printer MUST
use default values set by the manufacturer or by another action invoked previously. It is the case for the
aligned actions (UPnP) CreateURIJob ≡ Union Mapping (DPWS) (CreatePrintJob, AddDocument). If
the parameters are still missing then default values can be added using the GUI. We implemented an
”Add Meta Data” which can be applied only when a state variable is selected and the user can add a
default value to a state variable. The default value of the state variable is added to the ontology and it is
used in the code generation.

• UnknownInput(Sa, Sb): for some input parameters of Sa there is an equivalentTo relation with some
parameters of Sb and does not verify any previously defined matching degree. For example, f(x,y,z) and
g(x,b,c). The Unknown match degree is found if:
{(MConceptInput(Sa, Sb) 6= 1)∧¬(ExactMatchInput(Sa, Sb)∧PlugInInput(Sa, Sb)∧SubsumeInput(Sa, Sb))}.

The following table 2 is used to decide if the mapping between actions is a success (the translation between
actions is satisfied), a failure or unknown. All the successful mappings are used for the code generation and the
failures are ignored. If an undefined decision is found then it is up to the user applying the match, to check
according to the device specifications if some parameters can have default inputs or outputs and if the decision
can turn to success, (see tab. 3). Default values are added using ATOPAI.
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Table 2: Decision table, (X:success, x:fail, ?:undefined)

(Sa, Sb) ExactIn PlugInIn SubsumeIn UnknownIn
ExactOut X X ? ?
PlugInOut x x x x
SubsumeOut X X ? ?
UnknownOut x x x x

Table 3: Equivalent actions for UPnP-DPWS Standard Printers
UPnP Action DPWS Action Matching Decision
CreateURIJob Seq.(CreatePrintJob,SendDocument) Sub.In

1, Ex.Out ?
CancelJob CancelJob Ex.In, Ex.Out X
GetPrinterAttributes ∪(GetPrinterElements,GetActiveJobs) Sub.In

2, Sub.Out ?
GetJobAttributes GetJobElements Ex.In, Sub.Out X

1 LastDocument is set to true as default value
2 GetPrinterElements is set to PrinterStatus as default input
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